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Boster’s PVP Antifade Mounting contains PVP as the
main mounting medium designed to protect fluorescent

dyes from fading during fluorescence microscopy
experiments.

This package insert must be read in its entirety before using this

product. For research use only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.
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Overview

Product Name PVP Antifade Mounting Medium

SKU/Catalog Number AR0036

Pack Size 10 mL (for 500 assays)

Storage Store at 4˚C, protected from light. It is stable for one year.

Application Mounting tissue or cell slides for immunofluorescence
Mounting slides for chromosome fluorescence
Mounting slides for nucleic acid fluorescence in hybridization in situ
*Our Boster Guarantee covers the use of this product in the above tested applications.

Equivalent Thermofisher (Product No. P36930)

Description Boster’s PVP Antifade Mounting contains PVP as the main mounting medium designed to
protect fluorescent dyes from fading during fluorescence microscopy experiments.

Cite This Product Antifade Mounting Medium (Boster Biological Technology, Pleasanton CA, USA, Catalog #
AR0036)

Assay Principle

Polyvinylpyrrolidone is usually referred to as PVP. It is a water soluble polymer which can form thick, syrupy solutions and dries
into a clear film suitable as a mounting medium. Boster’s PVP Antifade Mounting contains PVP as the main mounting medium
designed to protect fluorescent dyes from fading during fluorescence microscopy experiments. It is proven to have best-in-class
performance with a wide array of fluorescent dyes, including FITC, Cy2, Cy3, Rhodamine, Texas Red, Cy5, Cy7, DAPI, AMCA,
R6G, Hoechst 33258. It comes ready-to-use, just apply a drop to the sample and add a coverslip. There is no quenching of
fluorescent signal of mounted slides after storing for two weeks, protected from light.

Key Attributes:

• Ready-to-use liquid with good fluidity

• Bubbles are not easy to be produced

• Enables excellent adhesion between coverslip and slide

• Maintains fluorescence signal—little to no quenching

https://www.bosterbio.com/boster-guarantee
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Notes

1. Close the lid properly in between uses to prevent evaporation and solidification of mounting medium in the bottle and store
as recommended.

2. To avoid quenching of fluorescent signal of mounted slides, minimize the exposure of fluorescently-labeled specimens to
light and image the specimen as soon as possible.

Assay Protocol
1. Equilibrate the APC Antifade Mounting Medium to room temperature before use.
2. Absorb liquid on the slide, and dry in the air.
3. Add 20 µL of APC Antifade Mounting Medium to the specimen on the slide.
4. Cover the slide carefully with a coverslip avoiding air bubbles.
5. Remove excess liquid from coverslip.
6. Clean coverslip and image the specimen.
7. Store mounted slides at 4˚C or -20 ˚C for two weeks, protected from light.




